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Résumé: Depuis quelques temps, dans le domaine de l’histoire et la théorie de la 
littérature on constate une tendance de plus en plus croissante de la décentralisation, 
accompagnée – d’une maniere symétrique et complémentaire – d’une tentation de 
centraliser le marginal. Cet ouvrage vise à placer la question de la marginalité par 
rapport à l’histoire de la lecture, à partir du rôle du discours escorte dans la reception 
d’un auteur „classique”. Le corpus, composé d’une cinquantaine d’éditions des œuvres 
de Caragiale, publiées entre 1949 et 1989, nous permettra, d’une part, de suivre les 
changements de perspective dans la réception de l’œuvre de Caragiale par rapport au 
facteur politique, et, d’autre part, d’apprécier la mesure dans laquelle l’histoire 
littéraire, vue cette fois dans le sens de l’histoire d’éditions, peut contribuer, même par 
ricochet, à récupérer un personnage absent de la plupart des études consacrées à la 
littérature roumaine d’après-guerre: le lecteur. Loin d’être, comme vous pourriez le 
penser, une occupation marginale ou une simple forme de divertissement, la lecture a 
représenté dans la période communiste – pour presque toutes les catégories de 
lecteurs – une forme de résistance, une modalite de préserver l’individualité et, à la 
limite, un moyen de survie. Ainsi, non sans raison, l’autorité politique de la Roumanie 
socialiste (un modèle emprunté de l’Est) a toujours essayé de contrôler cette terre de 
sables mouvants, en fabriquant un «lecteur d’état» (l’expression appartient à Evgheny 
Dobrenko) comme une stratégie destinée à transformer la lecture en une entreprise 
«collectiviste». Le résultat: une série de tensions entre l’institution de la lecture et le 
lecteur empirique, tensions qui peuvent être distinguées sans difficulté aussi selon la 
manière dont les oeuvres des classiques roumains ont été rééditées. Le panorama dia-
chronique des lectures officielles de l’oeuvre de I. L. Caragiale – une invitation indirecte 
à réconsiderer le statut du marginal (au sens propre du terme!) – peut servir à la fois 
comme preuve documentaire sur les mutations infinitésimales survenues d’une phase à 
l’autre du communisme roumain (avec «des etreintes» et «des détentes» de la vis).
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1. Who’s Afraid of Flaubert’s Parrot?

In Flaubert’s Parrot, one of Julian Barnes’s most frequently quoted novels, the 
author tackles a thought‑provoking subject in the guise of an enjoyable narrative: 
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namely, to what extent a peripheral and seemingly insignificant detail can radically 
change the perspective on a canonical author. What is marginal and therefore eccentric 
(in both meanings of the word) can be useful in recovering one or another facet of 
Gustave’s personality: that of the hermit of Croisset, the inveterate aesthete, the 
bourgeois‑phobic bourgeois, the epileptic patient, the cynical and indifferent lover of 
poetess Louise Colet, etc. The marginal agent is, in this case, Loulou, the parrot 
borrowed from the Rouen museum to serve Flaubert as a “muse” while he was writing 
Un cœur simple. The mock detective story about the search for true Loulou, presented 
under the guise of a farce, esentially boils down to a serious warning: “reading” the past 
should forsake all claims of ever finding the absolute truth. Truth can only be relative, 
contextual, circumstantial.

2. From the History of Literature to the History of Reading. Reclaiming 
a Missing Character

When it comes to reading – especially in a totalitarian context –, taking into account 
the concept of marginality can serve several purposes. Above all, marginality takes on 
the form of a “marginalisation” of the reader and of reading in favour of the other pole 
of literary communication, i.e., the author and writing). It is no secret that, in our 
cultural space, as in many others, the reader has long been a kind of Loulou of literary 
studies (and I am not referring to the Model Reader as described in semiotic treaties, 
but to the hazy profile of the empirical reader). The attempts made to trace this profile 
(e.g., the investigations carried out by researchers interested in cultural history or in the 
anthropology of reading, like Roger Chartier, Robert Darnton or Michel de Certeau) 
were deterred by the scarcity of documentary evidence. Any attempt to reconstruct the 
empirical reader’s avatars in a given period requires not only an analysis of objective 
forms of conditioning, of generally accepted rules and customs, but chiefly an 
understanding of how “social actors understand, apply or transgress them”1 (Chartier 7), 
and this is where a large number of variables come into play. Hence the need to define 
new intellectual spaces “placed at the edge of disciplines or at the crossroads of different 
traditions” (Chartier 16).

Particularly after the decline of the structuralist trend, literature scholars made haste 
to claim, once the author’s rights were restored, the reader’s and, to a lesser extent, the 
publisher’s rights. Questions such as “How do textual forms – genre, style, motifs – 
relate to the circumstances in which they were produced?” (Chartier 9) or „How does 
the meaning of a literary work change when its formal representation and the 
composition of its audience change?” (Chartier 10) open new vistas towards uncharted 
areas and historical realities which had been overlooked by earlier research.

The Romanian pre‑modern period witnessed the publication of at least two seminal 
studies dedicated to the reader and the imaginary surrounding the book, both published 
in 2001: Mircea Vasilescu’s volume: Beloved Reader. Reading, Public Communication 
in Old Romanian Culture, and Alexandru Ofrim’s study: The Key and the Book of 
Psalms. The Imaginary of the Book in Traditional Romanian Culture. However, as far 
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as reading in the communist period is concerned, research did not take too much interest 
in the correlations between reading and the social imaginary; in most cases, such studies 
prove rather limited. The difficulty arises not only from the complexity of the 
phenomenon as such (which might prove to be a quite fertile hindrance), but from a 
quasi‑unanimous preference for grand narratives and global paradigms.

Therefore, research on reading and books in the second half of the 20th century in 
Romanian culture mostly focused on the institution of censorship as such; the 
retrenchment of publications deemed to be dangerous or undesirable, the secret funds 
of libraries, the control exerted over prints were all carefully analysed and the 
conclusions were gathered into useful contributions2.

With respect to the stakes of my research, I must say from the onset that, far from 
aspiring to offer a coherent and comprehensive reconstruction of reading practices, my 
aim is to discuss the perception of a classical author’s work (I. L. Caragiale), firstly 
examining the peritexts seen both as useful documents for a possible history of the 
reception of Romanian (classical) literature under communism, and as valuable 
“props” in the performance that each edition of a text, be it canonical or not, ultimately 
stands for.

3. Peritexts as “Readings” of the Literary Work. From the Documentary to 
the Persuasive Function

In his book L’invention du quotidien, vol. I, Arts de faire3, Michel de Certeau posits 
that reading, along with walking and debating, stands among the everyday practices 
which can undermine the pre‑established order. Heterogeneous, plural and contingent 
by definition, reading – far from being mistaken for passive reception – represents for 
the French anthropologist a dialogue, on an equal footing, between text and reader. 
Henceforth, many researchers of this phenomenon4 draw attention to a certain tension 
between the institution of reading and the empirical reader. If any reader can become a 
producer of meanings (albeit a virtual one), it goes without saying that reading can 
transform a book, and the old tension between order and the forces which undermine it 
will take on unexpected forms. Consequently, those who preach the existence of only 
one meaning in a text have good cause to become watchful and strive hard to prescribe 
reading grids or keys in order to limit the reader’s feared freedom.

This is plain to see in cultures born out of the pressures of a totalitarian regime, 
where the functions of peritexts (prefaces or introductory studies, only rarely after‑words 
or notes on editions) are manifestly hypertrophied, if not downright distorted or 
perverted.

As is well known, Gérard Genette includes peritexts, alongside epitexts, in the 
category of paratexts (glosses on other texts that provide an interpretation and guide the 
reader’s reception of the primary text). The only difference is that the former – the 
peritexts – are included in the book edition, while epitexts are not part of the book and, 
for that reason, exert less influence on the receiver5. Furthermore, the inclusion of 
peritexts into the book involves a choice, possibly a selection which should meet the 
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acceptance criteria set by an authority (commissioner, censor, editor, etc.). In theory, the 
fact might imply an increased degree of legitimacy for peritexts.

In practice, however, things are quite different. In a provocative essay applying 
paratextual theory to the editorial practices of the Soviet region, Anne O. Fisher 
rightfully noticed that Genette’s definition, according to which the peritext, as a 
privileged marginal segment, thanks to which the text becomes book and carries an 
appropriate interpretation, legitimised by the author, should be taken cum grano salis 
when it comes to books published under totalitarian regimes6. And this is not only 
because of the dual, ambiguous and paradoxical nature of the peritext as such (which 
tends to reconcile the static‑documentary dimension with the dynamic‑persuasive one), 
but especially because in certain situations the informed reader who signs the preface/
the after‑word can muster the arsenal of persuasion for purposes which are only vaguely 
related to the intentionality of the text itself.

4. I. L. Caragiale’s Editions of the Post‑War Period. The ’50s

Whoever is curious enough to skim through the editions of I. L. Caragiale’s writings 
from the early ’50s will see that the prefaces are so many attempts to “rescue” his work 
(mainly the plays), while trying to put his biography and work in the servie of the 
regime by making them meet the standards imposed by the so‑called “Department for 
Agitation and Propaganda”.

Republishing the classical authors (some of them, to be more precise) represented, 
in the given context, an enterprise that proved quite difficult and not entirely without 
risk. Beyond the fact that propaganda guidelines on text selection had to be strictly 
observed, a crucial role devolved on prefaces in providing a “correct” reading to guide 
the masses of readers (meant to be turned into “state readers”).

At first looked upon with mistrust by the new theorists of dramatic art, Caragiale 
was, at Sorin Toma’s recommendation in 19487, reinstated as a typical representative of 
an art which, “by using humour and the language of the respective epoch, [...] makes 
the most of the social satire against the rotten bourgeoisie”8.

Although many voices – from C. Dobrogeanu‑Gherea to Traian Şelmaru – had 
accused him of overlooking the social ideal, in anticipation of his birth centenary, more 
and more critics argue that there is a connection between the great writer’s heritage and 
the demands of the official propaganda. His advocates invoked motivations similar to 
the ones already mentioned (Caragiale’s talent as a satirist and his effort “to unmask the 
bourgeoisie and the landowners”), without attempting, in any way, a critical reappraisal 
of his work; they merely forced its affiliation to the Stalinist dogma. The reasons behind 
this phenomenon were also of a tactical nature (“luring” the „reactionary petty bour‑
geois”, who, in case of a complete suppression of Caragiale’s repertoire, would have 
left theatres altogether, thereby endangering the process of forging a new man).

In literary criticism, this gave something to write about to the communist ideologists, 
whose unrestrained enthusiasm brought forth a highly polemical and lofty set of 
peritexts. Among the authors prefacing the editions from the ’50s, Silvian Iosifescu9 
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holds the record in terms of clichés and slogans akin to the Stalinist dogma, closely 
followed by Mihail Petroveanu.

Iosifescu manifestly employs the preface as a rhetorical device, a persuasive weapon 
which manipulates documented information so as to change the public’s perspective on 
a canonical author, and a quite subtle one to boot. Completely disregarding all nuances, 
the critic‑ideologist operates in a Manicheist manner, frequently using the rhetorical 
convention of the past‑present antithesis and the mask of the unfailing justice‑seeker:

Perhaps that in no other case than in Caragiale’s have the bourgeois literary criticism and 
history employed so diverse and subtle means in order to falsify the meaning of the 
author’s work, personality and position. [...] But the great realistic construction which 
Caragiale forged upon the foundations of our literary past , due to its great importance, 
was itself subjected to interpretation.10

The ensuing paragraphs of the introductory study contrast the “falsifying” readings 
of the past (“rivers of ink have flowed with the purpose of neutralising or diverting 
Caragiale’s sense of satire, and the most diverse means have been employed in books, 
in newspaper, in classes”11) with the “rebound” brought about by the post‑war regime, 
when “his [Caragiale’s] were put on stage more times than in over half a century of 
bourgeois‑landlord rule.”12

The attempts made by the authors to highlight in their prefaces the influence which 
the labour movement exerted on the writer provide an inexhaustible source of unin‑
tentional humour (“We can see that of all his readers, the writer cherished the workers 
best. Today, hundreds of thousands of working people read his books from cover to 
cover, laugh heartedly and learn to recognise the true face of the past while watching 
his plays”13).

Mihail Petroveanu involuntarily behaves in the vein of Caragiale’s characters when 
he lets himself carried away by waves of eloquence in the beginning of the preface to 
the 1950 edition of the Moments and Sketches with this tirade trying to highlight the 
avant la lettre communist valences of the work written by the most non‑dogmatic 
Romanian author:

The work of I. L. Caragiale, a fierce victor of the bourgeois‑landlord regime, stirred 
waves too large not to go over the dams raised against it by reactionary criticism. [...] 
Thus, Caragiale came to be known to whole generations either as a hopeless misanthrope, 
laughing at the ‘eternal’ foibles of humanity, or a pure humorist, whose irony was not 
meant to strike against or remedy the order in society.14

 
Once again, the accent falls on the influence exerted by the working class on the 

writer („even if [ ...] he did not manage to grasp the full extent of the mission taken on 
by the labour movement [...] the author of the Lost Letter attacked, ever more fiercely, 
the characteristic aspects of exploitation, thereby serving the cause of progressive 
forces”15). Likewise, strong emphasis is put on his equally anti‑conservative and 
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anti‑liberal attitude, on his political and aesthetic pseudo‑affinities with the Junimea 
circle (“while Maiorescu complained about the liberals because he favoured the 
conservatives [...] Caragiale fought against the bourgeoisie with all his fierce honesty”16), 
and as far as the manipulation of the author’s biography is concerned, we notice the 
oscillation between a familiar and sweet tone (“a restless and sharp lad, Ion Luca grew 
up freely in the streets and slums of Ploiești”17) and a pathetic one (the claims that the 
writer’s life was hectic and bitter because of the humiliations to which he was subjected 
by the enemies of the people and that he was denied the Academy award because of the 
intervention of the bourgeois‑landlord oligarchy, Dimitrie Sturdza being the fiercest 
critic of the writer’s talents).

We should take note of the fact that the preface to the first volume of the critical 
edition, I. L. Caragiale, Works, edited by Al. Rosetti, Șerban Cioculescu and Liviu Călin 
(ESPLA, 1959), signed by the same Silvian Iosifescu, does not differ substantially from 
those of the years 1950‑1952.

5. The ’60s and the ’70s. From Sociologism to the Rehabilitation of Aesthetics

During the ’60s, discursive strategies and attitudes are patently more diverse, 
although initially echoes of the dogmatic decade still make their presence felt. Thus, in 
the preface signed by Zoe Dumitrescu Buşulenga to the book issued in 1960, I. L. 
Caragiale, Theatre18, we still come across quite numerous clichés and propagandistic 
slogans (at one point, Zoe Dumitrescu Buşulenga speaks about “the moral ugliness and 
the intellectual weakness of the bourgeois‑landlord classes despised by the writer”19, 
and the ending of the foreword highlights “Caragiale’s prominent place in critical 
realism”20), but the volumes edited almost annually by the Editura Tineretului in the 
collection Biblioteca şcolarului [The Student Library] exhibit a more balanced approach, 
even though they do not conceal their educational mission of training and moulding 
young readers in the spirit of the new “democratic” values21.

Hypertrophied in the context of totalitarian regimes, the persuasive function of 
peritexts becomes even more salient in the case of books intended for export. A telling 
example is the volume Oeuvres, published in French in 196222 to mark the fiftieth 
anniversary of the writer’s death. We note at once the more natural and balanced tone 
of the preface (written by the same Silvian Iosifescu); this time, Caragiale is compared 
with Gogol, Hašek, Courteline and Bernard Shaw, without ignoring nuances, without 
exaggeration and without too great a tribute paid to Newspeak, since “l’art se refuse aux 
superpositions et les comparaisons y sont plus fragiles qu’ailleurs”23.

Another pleasant surprise brought along by the liberalisation of the ’60s is the 
preface written by Ștefan Cazimir to the edition titled Sketches and Memories. High 
Heat24. Particularly interested in the formal aspect of Caragiale’s writings and his textual 
mechanisms (for instance, the underlying technique of Caragiale’s prose writing – 
irony), Cazimir takes an important step forward by focusing on the aesthetic dimension 
of Caragiale’s writings.
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However, the writer who was to restore aesthetics to its full rights with regard to 
Caragiale, perhaps the most anti‑dogmatic author of our national literature, is Marin 
Preda, in the preface to the edition of Selected Works25, which would be worth quoting 
in extenso. After a critical examination of the editions of the obsessive decade, deeply 
marked by vulgar sociologism, the editor rightfully wonders where such editions place 
I. L. Caragiale’s originality: “What did he discover? Why should a writer be great if he 
was not original and discovered nothing? Vasile Alecsandri also dealt with satire and 
there are many others who wrote about the milieus of under‑clerks and merchants”26.

6. Conclusions

The diachronic comparison of these editions (starting with the prefaces, which are 
the most influential paratexts) is useful when it comes to drafting a possible history of 
reading, enabling us to access not only layers of meaning, but also the tangible “traces” 
of a process deemed to be ephemeral by definition, transient and difficult to fix and 
quantify. Since they are part of the book/edition (providing a “reading” of the main 
text), prefaces prompt us to reassess the status of the marginal (in the proper sense of 
the term), and to reconsider the opposition between writing and reading. Furthermore, 
we cannot overlook the role of paradoxes which characterise the “inner space” of the 
book in the communist period. This space was – as we have seen – neither neutral nor 
homogeneous. It resembled either a battlefield (according to a metaphor used by Roger 
Chartier27) or a stage where the meaning of the text was “performed” in front of a more 
or less receptive audience by a whole team – author, publisher, designer, illustrator, 
censor, the author of the preface and the unfailing official ideologist.

From this point of view, the invitation to capitalise on the marginal (in both the 
literal and figurative sense of the term) is an invitation to reconsider the status of literary 
history, seen not only as a history of literary works and institutions, but also as a bizarre 
collection of textual and material “traces” surviving to this day. In addition to conducting 
a thorough investigation of the relationship between the texts, on the one hand, and the 
writing and reading contexts, on the other, the study of the marginal prompts us to 
define new intellectual spaces, located on the outskirts of disciplines and at the 
crossroads of various traditions. This way, history (literary history included) can enable 
readers to steer clear of both spontaneous certainties and imposed myths. For, after all, 
a successful history book – as Roger Chartier, among others, showed it – provides its 
readers with a better understanding not only of the past, but also of the present.
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